
MODELING AGGREGATION AND GROWTH PROCESSES INAN ALGAL POPULATION MODEL:ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONSAZMY S. ACKLEH and BEN G. FITZPATRICKDepartment of Mathematics andCenter for Research in Scienti�c ComputationNorth Carolina State UniversityRaleigh, NC 27695-8205Abstract. Coagulation and cell division are both processes that are important incontrolling the fate of phytoplankton cells through sedimentation. In this paper,we examine some basic mathematical issues associated with the development of anumerical simulation of an algal aggregation model. The numerical algorithm isthen used to examine the basic model behavior.1. IntroductionThe formation of large aggregates of algal cells is fundamental to the dynamicsof phytoplankton populations. The increase in mean volume of particles due to thisprocess has the potential to limit phytoplankton population densities by increasing1



the ux to the bottom of the ocean. In order to understand this transfer of algalbiomass from the ocean surface, one must examine those mechanisms in algaedynamics which lead to larger aggregates. In this paper, we are interested in twoparticular phenomena: coagulation and cell division. Coagulation, the formation ofaggregates from smaller particles depends primarily on the tendency of the smallerparticles to collide and stick together. General increase in aggregate mass (and,hence, volume) is also caused by division of the individual cells. Past models thathave included cell division have typically assumed (Ackleh et al., 1994b) that thedaughter cells do not remain in the aggregate { they instead enter the populationas single cells. We consider in this paper a model that allows for some daughtercells to remain in the aggregate. The model equation for the size structured algalpopulation is given by 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>: @�@t + @(g�)@x = F (�)g(x0)�(t; x0) = K(�)�(0; x) = �0(x); (1:1)in which F (�) = 12 Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)�(t; x� y)�(t; y)dy��(t; x) Z x1x0 �(x; y)�(t; y)dy� w�Z ; (1:2)and, K(�) = Z x1x0 q(x)�(t; x)dx: (1:3)Here the x variable represents the size (mm3) of the aggregate, and the tvariable represents time. The function �(t; x) is the density of aggregates of size x2



at time t. The function g = g(x) is the size-dependent growth rate, which modelsthe increase in an aggregates size due to cell reproduction, w = w(x) is the size-dependent sinking rate and Z is the depth of the surface layer. The term w�Zin the function F (�) represents the loss of particles of size x due to sinking outof the surface layer.The \stickiness function" �(x; y) represents the likelihood ofan aggregate of size x sticking to an aggregate of size y: The stickiness functionincludes several e�ects; it is usually taken (see, e.g., Ackleh et. al, 1994a) to be ofthe form�(x; y) = c1(dx + dy)3ECx;y + (�=4) � (dx + dy)2jwx � wyjECx;y:The �rst term models collisions due to horizontal shear ow in the surface layer,while the second models collisions due to di�erences in settling rates. The factorEC is the contact e�ciency, the probability that particles in close proximity ac-tually come in contact. The factor c1 is a constant involving the viscosity of thewater, dx is the diameter of an aggregate of size x; and wx is the settling rate ofan aggregate of size x: The �rst term in F (�) expresses the rate at which collisionsoccur to form new particles with the size x and x+ dx while the second term ex-presses the rate at which collisions cause particles to be lost from the same interval.The function q(x) represents the number of new cells that fall o� an aggregate ofsize x and join the single cell population and K(�) is a function that describes theaddition of new cells to the population of single cells.In order to use such a model as a predictive tool, one must understand the basicbehavior of its solutions. Toward that end, in Section 2, we examine existence,uniqueness, and regularity questions for solutions of (1.1). In order to compare3



growth and coagulation processes in the model, we construct and analyze a nu-merical approximation scheme. Section 3 contains the numerical analysis, and inSection 4, we present computational results which illustrate the e�ects of aggregategrowth and coagulation.2. Existence, Uniqueness and Regularity of SolutionsWe begin our investigation of the model by examining basic questions of well-posedness. We shall use the space H = L2(x0; x1), and use the following abstractform of equation (1.1) _� = A�+ F (�)where F is de�ned in (1.2), and the linear operator A : domA � H ! H given byA� = � @@x(g�)withdomA = �� 2 Hj g� 2 H1(x0; x1); limx!x1(g�)(x) = 0; g�(x0) = K(�)�where K(�) = Z x1x0 q(x)�(t; x)dx. 4



We make the following assumptions about the model parameters in order toestablish existence and uniqueness. These conditions have been used in otherstructured population problems (Banks Kappel, 1991; Ackleh et.al., 1994).(H1) g 2 W 1;1(x0; x1), g(x) > 0 for x0 � x < x1 and g(x1) = 0(H2) w 2 L1(x0; x1) and w � 0 a.e on [x0; x1](H3) q � 0 a.e on [x0; x1] and q 2 L1(x0; x1)(H4) � 2 L1�[x0; x1]� [x0; x1]�, �(x; y) = �(y; x) and( �(x; y) � 0 if x+ y � x1�(x; y) = 0 if x+ y > x1We have from Banks et al. (1991) that A is an in�nitesimal generator for aC0-semigroup T (t) that satis�es kT (t)k � e!t.Using the semigroup, we consider the mild form of the equation, given by�(t) = T (t)�0 + Z t0 T (t� s)F (�(s)) ds;which provides the �rst step in solving (1.1).Lemma 2.1. For �0 2 H, (1.1) has a unique mild solution �(t; x) on [0,tmax) forsome tmax > 0:proof.Since F is independent of t, we need only to show (Pazy, theorem 1.4, page 185)that F : H ! H and that F is locally lipschitz. First we show that F : H ! H.From (H4) we have that k�k1 � B for some constant B.Consider the �rst integral term in the function F (�). We have5



12 j Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)�(x� y)�(y)dyj � 12B Z x�x0x0 j�(x� y)�(y)jdy� 12B(Z x�x0x0 j�(x� y)j2dy) 12 (Z x�x0x0 j�(y)j2dy) 12� 12Bk�k2Hence12 Z x�x0x0 j Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)�(x� y)�(y)dyj2 � (12B)2k�k4(x1 � x0)In a similar manner one can �nd a bound on the second term of F (�). Hencewe get that kF (�)k � 32Bk�k2(x1 � x0) 12 + kwk1Z k�kTo show that F is locally Lipschitz, we let u; v 2 H with kuk � C andkvk � C we want to show thatkF (u)� F (v)k � L(C)ku� vkAgain we start by considering the �rst term of F (�):j Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)�u(x� y)u(y) � v(x� y)v(y)�dyj� B Z x�x0x0 �ju(x� y)u(y)� u(x� y)v(y)j+ ju(x� y)v(y)� v(x� y)v(y)j�dy6



� B(Z x�x0x0 ju(x� y)j2dy) 12 (Z x�x0x0 ju(y)� v(y)j2dy) 12+ B(Z x�x0x0 jv(y)j2dy) 12 (Z x�x0x0 ju(x� y)� v(x� y)j2dy) 12� B(kuk+ kvk)ku� vk:One can obtain a similar bound for the second term of F (�) and hence we canshow thatkF (u)� F (v)k � 32(x1 � x0) 12B(kuk+ kvk)ku� vk� 3(x1 � x0) 12Cku� vk+ kwk1Z ku� vk = L(C)ku� vkHence F (�) is locally Lipschitz and this establishes the desired result.Lemma 2.2. If �0 2 domA, then the unique mild solution is a classical one.Proof.It is enough to show that F : H ! H is continuously di�erentiable fromH ! H (see Pazy, Theorem 1.5, page 187). Let u 2 H we want to show thatF (u+ h)� F (u) = L(u; h) +O(u; h)for h 2 H, where L(u; :) 2 L(H), the map u ! L(u; �) is continuous in theuniform operator topology, and thatlimkhk!0 kO(u; h)kkhk = 0First we note that 7



F (u+ h)� F (u) = 12 Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)�h(x� y)u(y) + u(x� y)h(y)�dy�u(x) Z x1x0 �(x; y)h(y)dy+ h(x) Z x1x0 �(x; y)u(y)dy� wh(x)Z+12 Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)h(x� y)h(y)dy�h(x) Z x1x0 �(x; y)h(y)dy = L(u; h) +O(u; h):where O(u; h) = 12 Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)h(x� y)h(y)dy�h(x) Z x1x0 �(x; y)h(y)dyFor h 2 H we have shown earlier thatkO(u; h)k � 32Bkhk2(x1 � x0) 12hence it is clear that limkhk!0 kO(u; h)kkhk = 0:Linearity of the operator L is clear, thus, it is left to show that the map u! L(u; �)is continuous in the uniform topology. Let un ! u in H. ThenjL(un; h)� L(u; h)j = j12 Z x�x0x0 �(x� y; y)�h(x� y)(un(y)� u(y))+(un(x� y)� u(x� y))h(y)�dy�(un(x)� u(x)) Z x1x0 �(x; y)h(y)dy8



+h(x) Z x1x0 �(x; y)(un(y)� u(y))dyj� Bkun � ukkhk+ 2Bkun � ukkhkHence we have thatkL(un; h)� L(u; h)k � (3B)2kun � ukkhk(x1 � x0)Hence kL(un; :� L(u; :)kL(H) = supkhk�1 kL(un; h)� L(u; h)k ! 0Theorem 2.1. If �0 2 domA satis�es �0 � 0 8x 2 [x0; x1), then the local solutionof (1.1) is a global solution.Proof. The basic idea in this argument is �nding an upper bound for thesolution, so that the maximum interval of existence is of in�nite length. Notice�rst the positive quadrant of R2 � [0; tmax) is invariant; i.e, �(t; x) � 0 a.e. for allt 2 [0; tmax). De�ne H(t) = Z x1x0 x�dx.From (1.1), we obtainddt Z x1x0 x�dx = � Z x1x0 x(g�)xdx� Z x1x0 xw�Z dx+ Z x1x0 xF (�)dxA tedious but straightforward calculation (see Ackleh et.al., 1994) shows thatZ x1x0 xF (�)dx = 0:Then, dHdt = Z x1x0 �w�Z dx� Z x1x0 x(g�)xdx� kwk1z Z x1x0 x�dx+ Z x1x0 g�dx� xg�jx1x0� kwk1z H(t) + kgk1x0 H(t) + kqk1H(t)9



Hence de�ne E = kwk1z + kgk1x0 + kqk1 then we havedHdt � EH(t)This implies that H(t) � eEt+c1for some constant c1. But then we have that,Z x1x0 �dx � 1x0H(t) < eET+c1 <1Now since � is classical solution hence absolutely continuous, we have for anycompact set [0,T]: supt2[0;T ] supx2[x0;x1] j�(t; x)j <1then (Pazy theorem 1.4, page 185) this implies that tmax =1.3. A Numerical Approximation SchemeFor our approximation scheme we use an approach similar to that used byBanks and Kappel (1989). In addition to the assumption (H1)-(H4) we assumethe following assumptions throughout the rest of the paper:(H5) g is contiuously di�erentiable on [x0; x1].(H6) w is continuous on [x0; x1].(H7) q is continuous on [x0; x1]. 10



For N = 1; 2; � � � and j = 0; � � � ; N � 1 let xj = x0 + j(x1�x0)N and de�ne�Nj = 8><>: 1 for xj � x < xj+10 elsewhereFor each N , these functions form an orthogonal basis for the subspacesXN = ff 2 H j f = N�1Xj=0 fj�Nj ; fj 2 RgDe�ne the projections �N : H ! XN by�Nf = N�1Xj=0 fj�Nj with fj = N Z xj+1xj f(x)dx; j = 0; � � � ; N � 1Straightforward calculations show that �N is the orthogonal projection of H ontoXN .We de�ne the approximating generators AN : XN ! XN of the in�nitesimalgenerator A by:(ANf)(x) = �N�1Xj=1 N�g(xj+1) fj � g(xj) fj�1��Nj (x) + N�1Xj=0 q(xj+1) fj �N0 (x);for f 2 XN .Applying AN to the basis elements we get:AN�Nk = �Ng(xk+1)�Nk +Ng(xk+1)�Nk+1 + q(xk+1)�N0. Hence our matrix representation [AN ] of AN with respect to our basis is givenby 11



0BBBBBB@ q(x1)�Ng(x1) q(x2) q(x3) � � � q(xN)Ng(x1) �Ng(x2) 0 � � � 00 Ng(x2) �Ng(x3) � � � 0: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :0 0 0 Ng(xN�1) 0 1CCCCCCAThus, our approximating problem of (1.1) can be stated in following simpleoperator form: 8>>><>>>: @�N@t = AN�N + �NF (�N)�N (0; x) = �N�0(x): (3:1)To prove convergence of the scheme we will use the Trotter-Kato approach(in particular, we shall use the pi-convergence form as given in Banks and Ku-nisch, Theorem 1.14, page 40), which involves stability (uniform boundedness ofthe approximating semigroups) and consistency (convergence of the approximat-ing generators). First we will prove stability of the scheme. Let TN(t) be thesemigroups on XN de�ned by TN(t) = eAN tLemma 3.1. kTN(t)k � ekqk1t; 8 N:Proof.For any f 2 XN we have that:kfk2L2 = 1N N�1Xj=0 jfjj2:12



Hence XN is a subspace of H which is isometrically isomorphic to RN , whenequipped with the norm k:kN = 1N PN�1j=0 jfj j2. Corresponding to this is norm isthe is the usual two matrix norm denoted by kBk2 for B 2 RN�NIf B is an upper Hessenberg matrix, then its eigenvalues are of geometric mul-tiplicity of one; hence, it may be diagonalized, and keBtk2 � e�t, where� = maxfRe(�) : � is an eigenvalue of BgSince our matrix [AN ] is in upper Hessenberg form we only need to establishan upper bound on the eigenvalues. To do so we use Gershgorin disks to get thefollowing estimate: j�+Ng(xi)j � q(xi) +Ng(xi)Hence this implies that Re(�) � kqk1, so thatkeAN tk2 � etkqk1which establishes the result.Our next task is to prove that the approximating generators converge on a\su�ciently big" subset of L2(x0; x1); We begin with the following lemma.Lemma 3.2. The set D = f f j f 2 domA; f 2 C1[x0; x1]g is dense in H.Proof.Clearly S = f f j f 2 C1[x0; x1] supp f � [0; 1)g is dense in H. We will argue13



that D is dense in S to establish the result. Let f 2 S and for each � > 0 de�nef�(x) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>: �f 0(x0 + �)� � f(x0 + �)� ��2 �(x� x0)2+�2f(x0 + �)� �� � f 0(�)�(x� x0) + � x0 � x < x0 + �f(x) x0 + � � x < x1Then clearly f�(x) is continuously di�erentiable and (gf�)0 2 H. Since suppf � [x0; x1) then let � > x0 s.t. suppf 2 [x0; �] this implies that suppf� � [x0; �].Hence f�(x1) = 0 and g(x1) = 0 so lim�!x1(gf�)(�) = 0. It remains to show that� can be chosen such that (gf�)(x0) = K(f�) and that f� ! f in H. Note thatf�(x0) = �. For this equality to hold, we must have�g(x0) = Z x0+�x0 q(x)�� � 2�� (x� x0) + ��2 (x� x0)2�dx+ Z x0+�x0 q(x)��f(x0 + �)�2 (x� x0)2 + f 0(x0 + �)� (x� x0)2�2f(x0 + �)� (x� x0)� f 0(x0 + �)x�dx+ Z x1x0+� q(x)f(x)dx;or ��g(x0) � Z x0+�x0 q(x)(1� 2x� + x2�2 )dx� =Z x0+�x0 q(x)�(x� x0)2(f 0(x0 + �)� � f(x0 + �)�2 )+(x� x0)(2f(x0 + �)� � f 0(x0 + �)�dx+ Z x1x0+� q(x)f(x)dx14



Since g(x0) > 0 and Z x0+�x0 q(x)(1� 2x� x0� + (x� x0)2�2 )dx! 0 as �! 0, wecan choose � = �g(x0) � Z x0+�x0 q(x)(1� 2x � x0� + (x� x0)2�2 )dx��1�Z x0+�x0 q(x)�(x� x0)2(f 0(x0 + �)� � f(x0 + �)�2 )+(x� x0)(2f(x0 + �)� � f 0(x0 + �)�dx+ Z x1x0+� q(x)f(x)dx�But as � ! 0 � ! g(x0)�1K(f) hence we have that f� ! f , which gives usthe desired result.A property of D that will be needed to apply Trotter-Kato is given in thefollowing lemma.Lemma 3.3. There exist a �0 with Re�0 > ! such that (�0 �A)D = H.Proof.Since S = f f j f 2 C1[x0; x1] suppf � [0; 1)g is dense in H, it is enough toshow that S � (��A)D. Let � 2 S. Then� + (g )0 = �is equivalent to (x) =  (x0)g(x0)g(x) e�R xx0 �g(�)d� + R xx0 �(�)g(x)e�R x� �g(�)d�d� (3:1)15



Easy calculations show that  0 2 H. Hence, since g(x) 2 C1[x0; x1], we havethat (g )0 2 H:Now multiplying (3.1) by g(x), we obtain,g(x) (x) =  (x0)g(x0)e�R xx0 �g(�)d� + Z xx0 �(� )e�R x� �g(�)d�d�Now, by dominated convergence theorem, we have thatlimx!x1 g(x) (x) = 0Hence it remains to show that there a �0 withRe�0 > w such that g(x0) (x0) =K( ). Toward that end, we de�neB(x0) = Z xx0 �g(�)d�Then using the boundary condition g(x0) (x0) = K( ) we getg(x0) (x0) = Z x1x0 q(x)( (x0)g(x0)g(x) e�B(x0)) + Z xx0 �(� )g(x) e�B(x0)d�= g(x0) (x0)K( 1g(x)e�B(x0) +K( 1g(x) Z xx0 �(� )e�B(�)d� )hence we get that :�1 �K(1g exp(� Z �x0 �g(�)d�))� (x0)g(x0) = K�1g Z �x0 �(� )e�B(�)d��Next, we note that1g(x)exp�� Z xx0 �g(�)d�� = 1g(x0)exp�� Z xx0 � + g0(�)g(�) d��;16



hence, using (H1), we see that we can choose Re� > ! large enough such that (seeBanks and Kappel, 1991),jK(1g exp(� Z �x0 �g(�)d�))j < 1:Lemma 3.4 For each y 2 D, kAN�Ny � �NAykN ! 0 as N !1proof.�NAy = N�1Xi=0 (N Z xk+1xk �(gy)0dx�Nk = �N�1Xi=0 N(g(xk+1)yk+1 � g(xk)yk)�Nkand �Ny = N�1Xk=0 (N Z xk+1xk y(�)d�)�Nk = N�1Xk=0 �k�Nkwith �k = N Z xk+1xk y(�)d�But AN�Nk = �Ng(xk+1)�Nk +Ng(xk+1)�Nk+1 + q(xk)�N0Hence :k�NAy �AN�Nyk2N = 1N N�1Xi=0 j(�NAy)i � (AN�Ny)ij2= 1N �������0Ng(x1) + N�1Xk=0 �kq(xk+1) +Ng(x1)y1 �Ng(x0)y0����2+N�1Xi=1 j �Ng(xk+1)yk+1 +Ng(xk)yk +N�kg(xk+1)17



�N�k�1g(xk)j2�= 1N �j �Ng(x1)y1 +Ng(x0)y0 +N�0g(x1)� N�1Xk=0 �kq(xk+1)j2+N�1Xi=1 j �Ng(xk+1)yk+1 +Ng(xk)yk +N2 Z xk+1xk y(x)dxg(xk+1)�N2 Z xkxk�1 y(x)dxg(xk)j2�= 1N �j �Ng(x1)y1 +Ng(x0)y0 +N2 Z x1x0 y(x)dxg(x1)�N�1Xk=0 �kq(xk+1)j2 + N�1Xi=0 j �Ng(xk+1)yk+1 +Ng(xk)yk +N(yk+1 � 12N y0(�)g(xk+1)�N(yk � 12N y0(��)g(xk)j2�� 1N �jNg(x0)y0 � N�1Xk=0 �kq(xk+1) + 12y0(�̂)g(x1)j2+N�1Xi=1 �ky0kjg(xk+1 � g(xk)j+ kgk1jy0(�)� y0(��)j�Hence as N ! 1 then the right hand side ! 0 by the uniform continuity ofy0 and g.Theorem 3.1. For any �nite t0 > 0 and any � 2 H, kTN(t)�N���NT (t)�k ! 0as N !1 uniformly in t 2 [0; t0].Proof.The proof is consequence of the above Lemmas and Trotter-Kato Theorem.Theorem 3.2. For any �nite t0 > 0, the semi-discrete solutions of equation(3.1) converges in k � k to the unique solution of (1.1), uniformly on the interval[0; t0] 18



Proof. Note that the solution of the semidiscrete equation (3.1) satis�es�N(t) = TN(t)�N�0 + Z t0 TN(t� s)�NF (�N(s)) ds:Subtracting this expression from the original mild equation, we see that an ap-plication of Theorem 3.1. and Gronwall inequality will establish the result (forsimilar results see Ackleh et. al. (1994a)).4. Numerical ResultsIn this section we present some numerical simulations. In the �rst example, wegive some basic computations that explore the accuracy of the method. The secondand third examples illustrate the complementary e�ects of growth and coagulationin the model.Testing the methodSince we do not know of any closed form solution for equation (1.1) we usedthe following technique to test our method. We choose a solution and we make ourequation obey this solution by adding a forcing term so we will instead be solvingthe following equation 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>: @�@t + @(g�)@x = F (�) + f(t; x)g(x0)�(t; x0) = K(�)�(0; x) = �0(x): (4:1)19



Assuming our solution is e�tsin�x and choosing the following functions for ourparametersx0 = 0; x1 = 1, g(x) = 1� x, q(x) = 0�(x; y) = ( 1 � x� y for x+ y � 10 otherwiseWe �nd that our functionf(t; x) = �2sin�x+ �(1� x)cos�x+ 34� (1 � x)sin�x+14x(1� x)cos�x+ 1�2 sin�xsin�(x� 1)In all our simulation we have used a �rst order discretization in time. Fig. 1represents the L1 error. We note that the convergence appears to be of �rst order,which is what we expect since we have used �rst order approximation both in timeand space.Application to biologyWe note that Ackleh and Hallam (1994) showed that densities of large aggregatesizes have been predicted to be lower in their model then actual experimentalvalues. They argued that one solution for this problem is that experimental contacte�ciencies used in there model simulation are lower than actual ones and hencethey have used inverse method to estimate a new contact e�encies which haveresulted in much better �t for large aggregates.We will now show, using numerical simulations, how such low densities can beconsiderably higher by incorporating a growth term for aggregates. To concentrate20



our e�orts on growth versus aggregation we will assume that the reproductionfunction q(x) = 0. In order not give the growth too much weight we choose thefunction g(x) = 0:1(1 � x) and to give aggregation more weight than the formerexample we muliply �(x; y) by a factor of 10 to get�(x; y) = ( 10 (1 � x� y) for x+ y � 10 otherwiseIn Fig. 2a we present the density distribution for the model when g(x) = 0and in Fig. 2b the density of distribution for the model is presented using theabove choice of g. Fig. 2c presents the di�erence at the �nal time for these twodistributions. Notice that with such a relatively low growth term the densities oflarge aggregates are almost twice as high as when no growth is incorporated.In the above example we showed (using a somewhat nonrealistic function of co-agulation kernel) that including a growth term can solve the problem of predictinglow densities for large aggregates without using di�erent contact e�cienies thanthe ones in the literature. We will now present another example using a (real)stickiness function from Ackleh et. al. (1994b) that has the form�(x; y) = ( c1(dx + dy)3ECx;y + (�=4) � (dx + dy)2jwx � wyjECx;y for x+ y � 10 otherwiseWhere ECx;y = (dmin=dmax)p=(1 + dmin=dmax)p (4:2)is the contact e�ciency and dmin = min(dx; dy), where dx is the diameter of aggre-gate of volume x and similarly dy is the diameter of aggregate of volume y, anddmax is similarly de�ned. 21



Our goal is to present a di�erence between the �nal distributions of aggregateswhen simulating the following:1) the system with g = 0 (no growth) and using the contact e�ciency functiondeveloped by McCave (1984) which used a surface area contact e�ciency, i.e., p = 2in (4.2).2) the system with g = 0 and using the contact e�ciency estimated by Acklehand Hallam (1994) which is of the form (4.2) with p = 1:2.3) the system with a growth function g = (1 � s)(s + :01) and the contacte�ciency developed by McCave (1984).We again assumed that q(x) = 0 and we chose an initial distribution of aggre-gates that relates to the densities at a peak of the bloom. All simulations were forthree days to check the di�erence in �nal distribution of aggregates right aroundthe bloom, which is of course the most important period for high aggregation (Hill,1992). Fig3a represents the distributions of aggregates for the above three casesand proves the point that both processes,i.e contact e�ciency and growth, are im-portant to improve the prediction for large aggregate densities. Fig3b magni�esFig3a for the �nal distributions for aggregates of volumes x > 0:6mm3, and showthat the results are even higher than the ones where the contact e�ciency esti-mated by Ackleh and Hallam (1994) is used which could improve the �t by Acklehand Hallam which still presented lower densities for large aggregats.The idea behind such a result is very simple. The growth term shifts aggregateswith small sizes and usually much higher densities into larger ones, but then sincethe real stickiness function used depends on the volume those aggregates now will22



tend to aggregate much faster into large ones than if they would have stayed attheir original size (no growth term). Hence growth and aggregation are processesthat enhance each other.

Fig. 1. L1 error
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Fig. 2a. The density distribution using g(x) = 0.
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Fig. 2b The density distribution using g(x) = 0:1(1� x).
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Fig. 2c The di�erence in density distribution at the �nal time between Fig. 2a andFig. 2b.
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Fig. 3a The density distribution at the �nal time for the case (1) g = 0; p = 2 (2)g = 0; p = 1:2 and (3) g = (1� s)(s+ :01); p= 2.
27



Fig. 3b The same as Fig3a for aggregates with volume x > 0:6mm3.5. Concluding remarks.We have examined an algal dynamics model that includes the e�ects of coag-ulation and growth. Numerical studies indicate that even very small aggregategrowth can have a major impact on the formation of large aggregates. While these28



computations illustrate the relative e�ects, they do not allow us to conclude fromexperimental data what levels of growth and stickiness to choose.In order to make de�nitive quantitative comparisons, one must develop inversemethods for estimating both the growth and stickiness functions. Quantities thathave been obtained in experimental settings are values of the size densities (All-drege and Gotschalk, 1988: Riebesell, 1991; Jackson, 1994). Methods for estimat-ing the stickiness function have been developed (Ackleh et al. 1994; Kiorboe et al.,1990) within the context of a purely coagulation model. In models which includeaggregate growth, it is typically assumed (Jackson, 1990; Jackson and Lochmann,1991) that only single cells (non-aggregated) divide and cells in aggregates do notor (Ackleh et. al., 1994) that cells that are born in aggregates fall o� the aggregateand join the single cell population. The reason behind such assumptions is thetremendous di�culty in trying to model a growth function of an aggregate sinceit is composed of many individual cells, each of which might have it's own growthrate. Such assumptions may underestimate the importance of the biological pro-cesses in comparison to the physical processes of the aggregation and sinking, andin future studies we plan to develop parameter estimation techniques that will aidin such comparisons and give us an idea of possbile functions that might modelthe growth term.
29
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